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Article Body:
We all know it, the more HIGH Quality links you have pointing to your website, the higher the
Those are good questions indeed and I’ll explain them in a moment.
But, before I do, let’s first define what a "One-Way Backlink" is.

A "One-Way Backlink" is simply a link that points back to your website from someone else’s wit
It doesn’t have to get anymore difficult than that.

The more pointing back to yours, the higher the search engines will rank your website dependin

These are very important factors to consider when doing link exchanges because you want the be
I know I do, and I’m sure you do to.

If your new to the Internet Marketing scene then what I’m about to reveal to you within this a
So... what’s the BIG Secret?
ARTICLES!!
Why ’Articles’ you ask and how do they get you "One-Way Backlinks"?

Well, first off, if you’ve been online for any length of time then you know that ’Content Is K

It’s that easy and if your good at writing articles and write them often and they target a spe

And... just so you know, articles are also considered one of the Best forms of VIRAL Marketing
Well, that covers the first question. Lets now move onto the last which is... "How do you get
Two words... "Article Directories".

Article Directories are hungry for content and are always looking for fresh NEW content to add

The great benefit to submitting to "Article Directories" is that they usually have high PR(bet

And that’s not all either. Everytime you submit a new article to an article directory it creat

And as those article directories are getting spidered daily by other search engine robots(know
If you see ANY potential in using this linking strategy then don’t sit on the fence.
Get started today.
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